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Abstract
Richards (1980) conjectured that megaripples are generated by the same instability processes as ripples
but in the presence of small seabed ripples. Towards a better understanding of megaripples formation
process, a morphodynamical numerical model is used to investigate the bed roughness influence on the
steady current-induced linear stability of a sandy bed. For a ripple-free bottom and a water depth of 30 m,
the model leads to the formation of dunes of 400 m wavelength whereas megaripples of 20 m wavelength
are generated for a bed roughness height of about 1 m. These results could explain the presence of
megaripples on flat bed, in very shallow-waters, but also the presence of megaripples on larger dunes.

1. Introduction
In the south of the North Sea by dunes having wavelength of several hundred meters and being often
covered by smaller bedforms called megaripples (Fig. 1). As a generic name, these two kinds of bedforms
can be called sandwaves. To distinguish
them, some classification is required and
here the terms dunes, megaripples or
ripples, will be used, depending on their
spatial scale (Tab. 1). The dunes have
heights up to several meters and their
migration rate may reach 100 m/y (Stride,
1982). They are commonly covered by
megaripples whose migration rate can
reach 1 m/h (Idier et al., 2002). However,
megaripples can also be observed on flat seabed, mainly in shallow water. Both of these bedforms are
most of time covered by even smaller bedforms, called ripples.
The prediction of the temporal evolutions of the height and position of the largest structures is of practical
importance for various applications, including navigation safety.

Ripples Megaripples Dunes

Height (m) <0.06 0.06-2 2-15

Wavelength (m) <0.6 0.6-20 20-1000

Roughness height k s (m) 0.2 to 0.3  (vortex) 0.3 to 4 4 to 15

Tab. 1 – Bedform classification and bed roughness height, from (Dalrymple et al., 1978 ; Van Rijn, 1989).

A first approach has been to relate the bed shear stress to the bedforms. This has been done mainly by
flume experiments. From van Rijn (1993), for particle diameter parameter smaller than 10 and a Froude
number smaller than 0.8, the bedforms should be classified as follow, depending on the value of the bed
shear stress parameter T ( ( ) ccb τττ /−= ):  0<T<3 (mini-ripples), 3<T<10 (megaripples and dunes),
10<T<15 (dunes), 15 < T (sandwaves). However, it is worthwhile to notice that in this approach, the bed

Fig. 1: 3D view of a sandwave covered by megaripples in
the middle of the Dover Strait. SHOM data.
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shear stress parameter is estimated for already existing fully developed bedforms. Thus, this provides no
information on the bed shear stress required for ripples, megaripples or dune generation.
As a first step in the analysis of the generation these bedforms, some insights have been gained by linear
stability analysis. Richards (1980) and Hulscher (1996) showed that both dunes and ripples may result
from free instabilities developing on the interface between the seabed and the 3-dimensional current. For
symmetrical tidal currents, the bedform generation results from an unbalance between tidal averaged flow-
driven sediment fluxes converging toward the crest (bedform growth) and gravity-driven sediment fluxes
diverging from the crest (bedform damping) (Hulscher, 1996). Using the Navier-Stokes equations and a
constant viscosity to model turbulent motions, Hulscher (1996) showed that the linearly most amplified
mode has a wavelength similar to the observed dunes wavelength. Richards (1980) performed a similar
analysis for a steady current, using a vertically non-uniform turbulent viscosity model, and obtained two
unstable modes: one corresponding to ripples and the other to dunes. For increasing bed roughness, the
ripple mode wavelength increases whereas the dune mode wavelength decreases. For large enough bed
roughness, the ripple and dune modes coalesce in a single mode. As a remark, Richards (1980)
conjectured that megaripples might result from the ripple mode, with a wavelength increase in the
presence of smaller ripples on the seabed. However, none of these authors discuss in detail the megaripple
generation mechanisms.
In this study, using numerical modeling, we focus on the linear regime of the bottom instability to analyze
the possible influence of bed roughness on possible megaripple generation. The stability properties of a
flat bed subject to a steady current are investigated for a bed roughness varying from grain roughness to
form roughness height of about 1 m.

2. Morphodynamical model and computation parameters
This study is based on numerical modeling, an approach which already proved to give good results in the
study of sandbank generation (Idier and Astruc, 2003a).

2.1 Model
The hydrodynamical model relies on the 3D Navier-Stokes equations. The vertical turbulent viscosity is
parameterized by a mixing length model. A classical bottom friction parametrization is used:
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where ρ  is the water density, u
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 the near-bed velocity and C  the friction coefficient. C  depends on the

Karman constant ( 41.0=κ ), the bed roughness length 0z  and a characteristic length Z∆ (one tenth of

the height of the first grid cell above the bottom (Janin et al., 1997)).  The bed roughness length 0z  is

related to the bed roughness height k s by 30/0 skz = . This bed roughness height is the sum of a grain

roughness height bsk  and of a form roughness height bfk such that:

bfbsb kkk +=  with Gbs Dk 3=  for 3.0=GD  mm and ( )rrrbf HHk λγ /20= (2)

GD  is the grain size, Hr  and λr are the height and the wavelength of the small scale bedforms and γ  is a
coefficient equal to 1 for a bed with ripples only (van Rijn, 1993).
The bottom evolution model is based on the sediment mass conservation, which relates the bed temporal
evolution to the spatial variations of the sediment flux:
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with h  the bed level, pε  the bed porosity and bS
r

 the sediment flux. Both bed load and gravity driven
sediment fluxes are taken into account:
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cτ  is the critical bed shear stress, H is an Heaviside function and β  is the bed slope coefficient, equal to
the co-tangent of the stability angle of the sediment. b  and α  are computed from the Van Rijn formula
(1993):

( ) 1.23.0
*

5.11053.0and1.2 −−−== cG DDgsb τα (5)

with ρρ /ss =  the relative density, ( )( ) 3/12
* /1 νgsDD G −=  the particle parameter and ν  the water

molecular viscosity.
In this model, the grain size influences both the bed shear stress (1) and the sediment flux (5), whereas
small-scale bedforms geometry influences only the bed shear stress (1). To compute the flow, the
sediment flux and the bed evolution, the Telemac finite element software is used, as for previous
sandbanks dynamics studies (Idier and Astruc, 2003a).

2.2 Bed perturbation
As the spatial scales under consideration are small, the Coriolis force is neglected and the dune crests are
likely to be perpendicular to the current (Hulscher, 1996). Thus, we study the time evolution of small
amplitude sinusoidal bedforms ( )txh ,1  perpendicular to the current, superimposed to a flat bed, which is

subject to a main steady flow 0bτ  (depth-averaged velocity smU /1= , in the x-direction). This bed

perturbation induces a first order bed shear stress perturbation 1bτ  to the mean bed shear stress 0bτ ,

( )ϕττ += kxbb cos11  with λπ /2=k  the bed perturbation wave number and ϕ the spatial phase-lag
between the bed shear stress and the bed perturbation, such that a positive phase-lag implies a bed shear
stress perturbation maximum located upstream of the bedform crest. As shown by Hulscher (1996),
among all the modes, there is one, which is the linearly most amplified mode (LMA mode).

2.3 Parameters and related bedforms regimes
The physical parameter values are those of dunes areas located in the Dover Strait: water depth

30=H m, grain size 3.0=GD mm, 3.1=β  (repose angle of 37.5°), 3/2650 mkgs =ρ ,
3/1000 mkg=ρ  and 375.0=pε . In the model, the vertical dimension z is described by 15 layers,

distributed logarithmically, whereas the numerical errors are keep constant in all the computations
(constant CFL number and 24 grid points per bottom perturbation wavelength). Furthermore, the width of
the computational domain is equal to the wavelength of the studied bedform.
Regarding, the classification of van Rijn regarding the bed shear stress, these parameters implies a particle
diameter parameter D*=7.6 and a Froude number Fr<0.8. Thus, ripples, megaripples and dunes should be
formed.

3. Instability and bed roughness: from dune to megaripple generation
From the numerical results, we estimate ( )kω , the complex growth rate of the bed perturbations of

wavenumber k  such that 11
~

/
~

hth ω=∂∂ , where ( )tkh ,
~

1  is the first order Fourier transform of the bed

perturbation ( )txh ,1 . The amplification rate of the bottom perturbation is the real part of ω which is
computed using the initial and final bathymetry obtained from the numerical model (Fig.2a). Here, we
investigate the variation of the wavelength of the linearly most amplified mode, versus the bed roughness
length. We focus first on the bedform generation for a flat bed where the bed roughness is equal to the
grain roughness, then on the critical bed roughness for which megaripples of 20 m wavelength can be the
linearly most amplified mode.
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3.1 Results analysis
First, for a ripple-free bottom (grain related bed roughness length of 0.003 cm), among the studied
wavelength range [10 m - 500 m], a single linearly most amplified mode ( m400=λ ) is observed (Fig.
2a, first curve). Its wavelength lies in the range [100 m - 600 m] of observed dunes in the south of the
North Sea (Stride, 1982). In addition, the small wavelength perturbations ( cλλ < with mc 175=λ ) are
damped.
Then, additional computations are performed in order to analyze whether small-scale bedforms such as
megaripples can grow if ripples are present on the sandy bed, as conjectured by (Richards, 1980). For that
purpose, the bedform-related form roughness height kbf is included in the bed roughness ks. Increasing ks,
the linearly most amplified mode is shifted toward the short wavelengths. Interpolating the results (Fig.
2a), we obtain that the 20 wavelength megaripples are the most amplified mode for a bed roughness length
of 3.6 cm, i.e. a bed roughness height sck  of 1.1 m (Fig. 2a).  These results also show that the megaripple

growth rate ( 1−h ) is several orders of magnitude larger than the dune rates ( 1710 −− h ): small bedforms are
more dynamic than larger ones (Fig. 2b). Especially, regarding the dune observed in the middle of the
Dover Strait (Fig. 1), the dune has a wavelength of 160 m for a long-term migration of 10 m/y, whereas
the overlapping megaripples have a wavelength of 20 m for a migration of the order of 1 m/h. Then, from
these observations, the time scale ratio is about 410− . Using the model results for these two wavelengths
of 160 and 20 m (Fig. 2b), we obtain a ratio of 45 1010 −− − . Thus, in term of magnitude order of the
morphological time, our results are consistent with field observations.

(a) (b)
Fig. 2 – Growth rate versus bed roughness length z0. (a): dimensionless growth rate (for each bed

roughness length  z0 , the growth rate is scaled with the maximum growth rate). (b):  dimensional growth
rate of the LMA mode (direct and interpolated results).

After some algebra (Idier and Astruc, 2003b), the growth rate can be related to the bed shear stress:
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The values of 0bτ , 1bτ , and ϕ are plotted on Fig 3.
First, Fig. 3c shows that the phase-lag is always positive, larger than 180 degrees. Thus, the term A  is
always positive and is a growth term, whereas the bed slope effect (-B) bis a damping term. From Fig 3a,
the zeroth order bed shear stress 0bτ  increases with the bed roughness z0 (i.e. ks), but not with the
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3 – Variations in the bed roughness length z0 –
wavelength space of: the zeroth order bed shear
stress (a), the first order bed shear stress (b), the
phase-lag between the first order bed shear stress
and the bathymetry (c).

wavelength.Thus, it will only contribute to the dynamics of the system, but not directly on the wavelength
selection. Fig. 3b shows that the first order bed shear stress increases with the bed roughness, but
decreases with the wavelength. Thus, this first order bed shear stress module contributes to the wavelength
selection. From Fig. 3c, the phase-lag increases with increasing wavelength and bed roughness. Thus, for
a fixed bed roughness, the phase-lag contributes to the selection of larger wavelength, compared to the
wavelength obtained with smaller bed roughness.

3.2 Generation of megaripples: physical processes
In this section, we try to provide physical explanation for the obtained high bed roughness height of 1.1 m,
and its corresponding bed shear stress 0bτ , necessary for the generation of 20 m wavelength megaripples.
An increase in the bed roughness leads to a decrease in the wavelength of the most amplified mode: dunes
are shifted toward megaripples. According to our numerical computations, the minimal bed roughness
height is such that  k sc = 1.1 m, in 30 m water depth and U=1m/s.
By interpolation of the results obtained for various bed roughness lengths we obtain a corresponding
zeroth order bed shear stress of about 125 kg/m/s. Then, what are the mechanisms, related to such high
bed roughness and such high bed shear stress, which could explain the megaripple generation? In order to
answer to this question, we investigate the influence of the bedforms and the surface waves on bed
roughness height (Tab. 2).

Generation of megaripples on a flat bed, by self interaction (coalescent mode)
The bed roughness height is about 1 m. Knowing that the studied 20 m megaripples reach an height of 1 to
2 m (Fig. 1), such bed roughness height corresponds to the roughness induced by the megaripple itself.
Regarding the study of Richards (1980), it would mean that these megaripples correspond to the
coalescent mode (convergence of dune and ripple modes toward one common mode).
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Fig. 4 – Bed shear stress. (a): parameter T of the LMA mode (direct and interpolated results), (b): Bed
shear stress over finite amplitude dunes for different sets of  (z0 in cm ; U in m/s)

Case Grain Waves Ripples Megaripples Waves +
ripples

Waves +
megaripples

ks (m) 0.0009 0.009 0.2 1 2 10
Water depth Hc (m) 15 17 24 30 33 45

Tab. 2 – Characteristic bed roughness height versus the marine environnement, for fixed water depth of 30
m and depth integrated velocity of 1 m/s.  The water depth Hc is the water depth required for a bed shear

stress equal to the bed shear stress required for megaripples generation in 30 m water depth.

Generation of megaripples on a flat bed, by action of small bedforms and surface waves
As it has been seen in the previous computations, megaripples cannot be generated for a flat bed (no
ripples), a water depth of 30 m and a velocity of 1 m/s. Then, we investigate the combinations water depth
– ripples – surface waves for which the bed shear stress is equal to the bed shear stress required for
megaripples generation in 30 m water depth. For this purpose, we use a bed roughness height of 20 cm to
take into account the ripples, whereas the surface wave action is taken into account by multiplying the bed
roughness by 10. Indeed, observations show that surface waves generate an apparent bed roughness,
which is 1 to 10 (sometimes 100) times larger than the physical bed roughness (Perlin and Kit, 2002).
Then, for a water depth of 30 m and a velocity of 1 m/s, only the combined action of ripples and surface
waves could lead to megaripple generation. In smaller water depth, we assume that the water discharge is
conserved (Q=30 kg/m/s) and estimate the water depth required to obtain the bed shear stress required for
the megaripples generation in 30 m water depth. The results (Tab. 2) show that megaripples could be
generated on flat bed, by the action of grain roughness only (H=15 m), surface wave roughness (H=17 m),
or ripples roughness (H=24 m). For larger water depth (>30 m), we can notice that the combined action of
ripples and surface waves would lead to megaripple generation.

Generation of megaripples on dunes
The 20 m wavelength megaripples are amplified for a zeroth order bed shear stress of 125 kg/m/s (Fig.
4a). This value implies that the bed shear stress parameter T is larger than 25. From in-situ and laboratory
measurements, such high shear stress corresponds to fully developed sandwave. Thus, the conjecture is
that, for small bed shear stress (grain related bed roughness), the dunes start to grow. Then, when they
reach finite amplitude, they imply locally large bed shear stress, implying the formation of megaripples.
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This conjecture is checked by numerical computations over
a field of fixed finite amplitude dunes (Fig. 4b). These
dunes are trochoidal, stand in 30 m water depth, have an
height of 10 m and wavelength of 400 m. The figure 4b
shows the bed shear stress profile for different
combinations of bed roughness length and depth integrated
velocity. We observe that, near the dune crest, the bed
shear stress can be larger than the bed shear stress required
for megaripple generation (125 kg/m/s).  It is larger only
for high velocity (here, 2 m/s) and large enough bed
roughness length z0 (here 2 cm), which corresponds to
combine action of ripples, surface waves and high current
velocity. However, the uncertainty about the exact value of
the bed roughness makes definitive conclusion difficult. However, we can notice that, in any case, taking
into account only the grain roughness and assuming no surface waves does not lead to large enough bed
shear stress for megaripple generation over the dune. Only a large enough velocity, the presence of ripples
and surface waves can lead to such high bed roughness over the dune.
Further more, field observations show that, most of time, megaripples overlap entirely the dunes
(especially the gentle slope) and are covered by ripples (Le Bot, 2001). In addition, Idier et al. (2002)
observed that, during quite weather periods, the dune grows and the megaripples disappear. Initially, this
observation has been interpreted as the result of avalanches along all the slope of the dune. Regarding the
present numerical results on the megaripple generation, this interpretation can be completed. With the
avalanche interpretation, a problem was to explain how these avalanches can cover all the length of the
steep and gently slope of the dune. This could explain the damping of megaripples at the crest of the dune,
but hardly at the foot of the gentle slope. Regarding the bed shear stress profile (Fig. 4b), we can deduce
that, depending on current, ripples and waves, there is no direct generation of megaripples on a large part
of the dune, except at the crest. However, the field observations show that megaripples are present over all
the dune, but their height decrease from the dune crest toward the feet. Thus, we make the following
conjecture: one of the mechanisms of dune-megaripples interaction could be that the presence of dune, in
presence of ripples, larger enough current and surface waves, lead to megaripple generation at the dune
crest. From this dune crest, megaripples are migrating and progressively damped toward the feet of the
dune (Fig. 6a). This conjecture deals only with area where megaripples cover dunes, but not the flat bed in
between the dunes. In other locations, where the water depth is smaller (Terwindt, 1971), the megaripples
cover all the area. In this case, the megaripples do not strongly evolved between the dune foot and the
dune crest. Thus, we assume that dunes are not directly responsible for megaripple formation (Fig 6b).

Fig. 6 – Megaripple dynamics on migrating dunes (from left to right).

4. Conclusion
This study of stability of the seabed shows that for increasing bed roughness the linearly most amplified
mode is shifted from a dune mode of 400 m wavelength for grain roughness toward a megaripple mode of
20 m for a bed roughness height k s of about 1 m. The interpretation of this high bed roughness value leads
to propose various mechanisms of megaripple generation, depending not only on the water depth, but also

Fig. 5 – Mechanisms of megaripple
generation versus the water depth
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the presence of ripples, surface waves and dunes. From the coast toward the dune areas, the megaripples
could be successively generated by: grain roughness, surface waves, ripple, other megaripples, combined
ripples and surface waves. Then, in larger water depth, we propose the two following mechanisms:
generation by dunes, surface waves and ripples, or generation by surface waves and other megaripples.
We can notice that these results, which come from a linear stability analysis, but are supported by field
observations, are in contradiction with the cascade concept, which states that dunes may result from
megaripples (Flemming, 2000). However, our study needs further investigations in order to assess the
megaripples mechanisms we propose. Especially, it would be worthwhile to: (1) perform stability analysis
of a dune in equilibrium with the flow and determine whether megaripples are stable or unstable modes
for this basic state, (2) perform extended bathymetric data analysis to correlate megaripples to ripples,
water depth, surface waves and dunes.
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